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Quiet Pointe Blanche Apartment
Price:  USD 2.200

Location:  Point Blanche

Bathrooms:  2

Bedrooms:  2

A heavenly spot awaits your arrival! Step into relaxing and quiet 
luxury living at this spacious 2-bed, 2-bath apartment perched right 
on the tip of Pointe Blanche in scenic Sint Maarten. With a monthly 
rent of $2200, this gem becomes available in January, promising a 
lifestyle of comfort and tranquility. The apartment boasts a 
spacious interior with good size rooms that offer both functionality 
and style. The breathtaking view of St. Barth from your living room 
and private terrace is nothing short of a daily thing for you. Imagine 
waking up to the sunrise casting its golden glow over the azure 
waters—pure bliss and awaits you every morning. Speaking of the 
terrace, it's your own secluded little piece haven, a perfect spot for 
morning coffees, lazy afternoons with a book, or evening soirees 
under the stars having diner overlooking the wonderful ocean. The 
privacy it affords makes it a truly special retreat, allowing you to 
unwind and relish the Caribbean serenity. Pointe Blanche itself is a 
charming locale, offering a harmonious blend of tranquility and 
accessibility. The area is known for its stunning landscapes and 
close proximity to various amenities, Philipsburg and the port. 
You'll find yourself just a stone's throw away from local shops, 
restaurants, and the vibrant culture that Sint Maarten has to offer. 
The community is welcoming, and the atmosphere is laid-back, 
making it an ideal place to call home. Choosing to reside in this 
apartment means embracing a lifestyle that combines luxury living 
with the natural beauty of the Caribbean. It's not just a place to 
stay; it's an experience—a daily reminder of the beauty that 
surrounds you. So, why settle for ordinary when you can savor the 
extraordinary in Pointe Blanche? Call me if your interested!
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